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CHAPTER III - GAME REGULATIONS
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Yellow Card Power Play: Signal 17 with Yellow card applies. A player
receiving a yellow card is excluded from the field of play and cannot
be replaced for a maximum period of two (2) minutes . Timing of
the send off Power Play is suspended for periods of time out or
between periods of play.
If a goal is scored by the opposition during a Power Play, the yellow
Yellow Card: A player is sent off for two (2) minutes and must not be card is cancelled and the excluded player or a team-mate can return
replaced. Timing of the send off is suspended for periods of time out to the field of play and general play will resume with a centre
IN FAVOUR
or between periods of play. Signal 17 with Yellow card applies.
restart. This power play yellow card is not applicable when a goal
penalty shot is awarded - for a goal penalty yellow card, the
player sent off will remain off for the full two minutes.
If two players from the same team have received a yellow card at
the time when the opposition scores, only the first (oldest) yellow
card will be cancelled. The remaining power play must be served in
full unless the opposition score again.
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A yellow card will be awarded for a deliberate or dangerous foul on
a player that prevents the scoring of a near certain goal, except
A yellow card will be awarded for a deliberate or dangerous foul on
where the referee feels that the awarding of a goal penalty shot is
a player that prevents the scoring of a near certain goal, except
sufficient sanction. to the offending player who commits a foul for IN FAVOUR
where the referee feels that the awarding of a goal penalty shot is
which the referee awards a goal penalty shot. This card will not be
sufficient sanction.
cancelled if the goal penalty results in a goal being scored - it is
not a power play yellow card.
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The person fouled is the person who takes the penalty unless they
are so injured they need to be substituted in which case the
substitute is the person who must take penalty.
If there was no player in goal at the time of the foul then an
undefended goal penalty shot must be awarded.
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